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Introduction

Study Area: Sudd
Wetlands – South
Sudan, East africa

It’s is not a question of: is climate change happening
and if so when? It is a question of: how and what will
be affected if nothing is done? Earth’s climate boils
down to two constituents: precipitation and
temperature. Humans have a direct and indirect effect
on Earth’s climate through means of irrigation,
abstraction from lakes and rivers, deforestation,
urbanization, and contamination. The lasting effects
on the climate puts pressures on anthropogenic
systems and natural systems– like our water cycle.
More importantly our surface water.

Temperature (1983-2016) and Rainfall (1981-2019) Results

Wetlands
2,000 wetlands designated as Wetlands of
International Importance (Ramsar Convention). 46% (10 million mi2 ) of Earth’s surface considered
wetlands. They act as a filter allowing sediment and
contaminants to deposit from rivers as they enter the
wetland, and then waters leaving the wetland are
cleaner.

Questions

Q1: What are the annual, monthly, and seasonal patterns of rainfall and temperature in the basin that
constitutes the Sudd Wetland?
Q2: How does the Sudd Wetland change over time?
Hypothesis 1: Long-term patterns, (1980-2020), increase in temperature and seasonal variation in rainfall in
the region significantly affected the extent of the wetland.
Q3: How was the relationship between the Sudd Wetland and climate?
Hypothesis 2: Surface inflow (contribution) from basins upstream of the Sudd, which controlled by regional
climate, sustain the Sudd wetland. Climate variability in upstream influences the sustainability of the
wetland.

Methods

Conclusion

Why does this matter?
1) Our world is changing - we need to be able to
adapt to changes. 2) Understand the impact humans
have on their environments. 3) Potentially create
new policies and develop and revise current water
policies. 4)Extrapolate data and methodologies to
other regions of the world

• The CHIRTS data from 1983-2016 showed an overall increase in average
annual and seasonal temperature for the Bahr al-Jabal, LALKs, and LVs. The
average increasing rate of temperature shown in this study matches with
similar results from other works (Ongoma and Chen, 2017), (Mohamed and
Savenije, 2006), (Hulme et al., 2001), and (Gebrechorkos et al., 2019) in the
East African region.

• The NDVI data for the Sudd wetland showed increasing trends monthly and in all four
seasonal datasets.
• The average surface water area in the Sudd wetland has been decreasing from 19842020. Lake Albert (1995-2020) and Lake Victoria (1992-2020) water heights have
been increasing, but Lake Kyoga data from 1992-2020 has shown decreasing water
heights.

• With a few unknown data variables from the Sudd’s hydrologic system not examined
in this study, it is hard to build a complete sensitivity model. A seasonal sensitivity
• The CHIRPS data from 1981-2019 showed an increase in average rainfall
model is achievable when constructing correlation data between the rainfall and NDVI
annually for LALKs and LVs with little-to-no change of average rainfall in the
data; as well as, using the spatial maps generated through ArcGIS and temporal
Bahr al-Jabal. The wet seasons of MAM and JJAS saw an increase in LALKs
variations between seasons. However, future studies that could build off this study
and LVs but no change in the Bahr al-Jabal. The dry season of OND showed
would be able to produce a sensitivity model. Having a sensitivity model would allow
increasing averages in all three sub-basins, but the dry season of JF saw a
for accurate future predictions, which could drive policy and improve water
decrease in the Bahr al-Jabal and LVs and no change in LALKs.
management in the region.

